Quick guide to our Academic Skills Collection
The books suggested in this booklet are not an extensive list of our study skills collection. We have tried to provide as much relevant, updated material on general academic skills in our collection. If you feel you need a more focused advice and subject specific approach, please talk to your tutor in the first instance.
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STUDY SKILLS

Managing your own learning - Gen Study Mor 2018
Essential study skills - Gen Study Bur 2016
Academic success - Gen Study Bri 2019
Study skills handbook - Gen Study Cot 2019

TIME MANAGEMENT

50 ways to manage time effectively - Gen Study Cot 2019
Eat that frog for students: 22 ways to stop procrastinating - Gen Study Tra 2021

MEMORY

Use your head (memory) - Gen Study Buz 2010
Moonwalking with Eistein (memory) - Gen Study Foe 2012
Make it stick - Gen Study Bro 2014
ACADEMIC WRITING

Success in academic writing - Gen Study Day 2018
Mastering academic writing - Gen Study Sam 2019
How to fix your academic writing trouble - Gen Study Mew 2019

ESSAY WRITING

Report writing - Gen Study Rei 2018
Essential essay writing - Gen Study Rob 2017
Doing essays and assignments - Gen Study Gre 2016
Style Guide - Gen Study Eco 2018

GRAMMAR

Academic writing and grammar - Gen Study Osm 2016
Improve your grammar - Gen Study Har 2016
CRITICAL THINKING

Critical thinking skills - Gen Study Cot 2017
Pocket book, Where's your evidence - Gen Study Coo 2020

PRESENTING

Ultimate presentation - Gen Career Sur 2018
Social Media for academics - Gen Study Car 2020

READING

How to use your reading in your essays - Gen Study God 2018

DYSLEXIA

Pocket book, Studying with dyslexia - Gen Study God 2018
Study skills for students with dyslexia - Gen Study Har 2016
SUBJECT SPECIFIC

Writing history essays - Gen Study Mab 2016
Letters to a new student (psychology) - Gen Study Woo 2019
Study Skills (Geography, Earth, Environmental Sciences - Gen Study Kne 2019
Great ways to learn Anatomy and Physiology - Gen Study Mck 2014
Core surgical training interviews - Gen Career Dub 2021
Good essay writing (social sciences) - Gen Study Red 2017
What is qualitative research (social science) - Gen Study Ham 2013
Doing your research project (education, health, social sciences) - Gen Study 2010

INTERNATIONAL STUDENTS

Pocket book, 50 ways to succeed as an international student - Gen Study Cot 2019
Academic writing skills for international students - Gen Study Rea 2019
Study skills for Chinese Students - Gen Study Cou 2015
Studying in English - Gen Study Rei 2017
EXAM PREPARATION

Pocket book, 14 days to exam success - Gen Study Bec 2018
Exam skills handbook - Gen Study Cot 2012
Ace your exam - Gen Study Nor 2021

RESEARCH

Undergraduate Research Handbook - Gen Study Wis 2019
How to get a PhD - Gen Study Phi 2015
The Foundations of research - Gen Study Gri 2019
Taking control of writing your thesis - Gen Study Guc 2017
The Craft of research - Gen Study Boo 2016
Publication manual of the American Psychological Association - Gen Study Apa 2020
Little quick fix: Write a questionnaire - Gen Study Kar 2019
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